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Abstract. The problem of data assimilationin the specificationof open boundary
conditions for limited area models is addressedin this paper. Optimization
approachesare detailed, which are basedon combiningavailable data on an open
boundary with the physicsof the hydrodynamicalmodel. In our casethe physics
is in terms of the flux of energy through the open boundary. These optimized
boundary conditions,for both barotropic and baroclinic situations,interpreted
physicallyas speciallinearizationsof the Bernoulli equationfor eachnormal mode.
Becauseof the complexityof decomposingvariable:,into normal modesfor open
boundarieswith varying bathymetry,we presen'••.woalternative approaches.The
first is a simplificationof the optimized baroclinicboundary condition basedon
normal modes. The secondmakesuse of empirical orthogonalfunctionsinstead
of normal modes. The results of testing and comparisonsof these approaches
are presentedfor couplingcoarse-and fine-resolutionmodels. In this case our
approachis in assimilatingvaluesand variablesfrom a large-scalemodel (along

the openboundariesof a limited area model). In the proposedcouplingschemes
the energyfluxesare estimatedeither from coarseor from fine-gridmodel results.
With the progressof oceanographic
observingsystemswe would like to explore
waysof combiningmodel outputs with the oceanographicmeasurementsin order to
estimateenergyfluxesusedin optimizedopenboundaryconditions.
1.

Introduction

The results of numerical

The development of limited area coastal models is
very important for operational predictionsin coastalre-

studies show successful use of

many local-type boundary conditionsin practical appli-

cations. However,it is known [Oliger and Sundstrom,
1978; Bennett, 1992] that the local treatment of open

gions. The treatment of open boundariesis one of the
boundariesfor primitive equation hydrostatic modelsis
most interestingproblemsto be solvedwhile modeling
an ill-posedproblem in that it is difficult to prove that a
oceanicphenomena,especiallyin finite coastalocean aruniquesolutionexiststhat is continuouslydependenton
eas. In most ocean models, open boundary conditions
boundary values. During recent years a new approach
(OBCs) are chosenlocally,i.e., dependingon the sofor specifyingopenboundaryconditionsfor limited area
lution of the governingequationsnear the boundary.
ocean models has been developed. This approach starts
Many approachesof the local type have been develwith the workby Bennettand Mcintosh[1982]in which
oped [Reid and Bodine, 1968; Orlanski, 1976; Chapdata assimilation is used to estimate open boundary
man, 1985;Blumbergand Kantha, 1985;Flather, 1976].
conditions. With this method, available data in the interior of a model are combined with model dynamics
in an inverse problem to determine the open bound•Now at Scientific Solutions, Inc., Kalaheo, Hawaii.
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ary conditions(in this casethe localtreatmentof open
boundaryconditionsis avoided). This techniquewas
developedfurther by Bennett[1992],$eiler [1993],and
Zou et al. [1993].Other recentresearchon this subject
hasbeenperformedby Bogdenet al. [1996]and Gunson
13,667
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and Malanotte-Rizolli[1996a,b]. The inverseapproach Mellor, 1987]. Moreover,in the baroclinicmode the
leads to a stable determination of open boundary conditions, and successfulexamplesof its applicationshave
been shown. Although this inversemethod is certainly
a viable approach, it requires a tremendousamount of
computer time and memory, significantadditions and

variablescan be decomposedinto a set of the orthogonal
modes,and boundary conditionscan be prescribedfor

eachmode (Jensen,1993; O'Brien, personalcommunication,1996). In handlingbaroclinicboundaryconditions we will follow this philosophy of splitting the

changesto the hydrodynamicalmodel'scode (for ex- barotropic and baroclinic modes. Baroclinic optimized
ample,the integrationof adjointequations),and some OBCs are derived in the form of a special linearization
a priori hypothesesabout the statistical properties of of the Bernoulli equation for each normal mode. Beerrors in the observations.

Because of these factors,

causeof the complexity of the decompositionof normal
modes for varying bathymetry at an open boundary,
two additional approachesare put forward to derive
pursuedfor determiningopenboundaryconditions
[see, baroclinic boundary conditions. The first is a simplified modal barocliniccondition, with this simplification
e.g., Zou et al., 1995].
For barotropicconditions,Shulmanand Lewis[1995] representingan average over all the baroclinic modes
proposeda local data assimilationapproachfor speci- [Shulmanand Lewis, 1996]. The secondis the use of
fying barotropicopen boundary conditions.In this ap- empiricalorthogonalfunctions(EOFs) insteadof norproach, values of variables on the open boundary can mal modes. The results of testing and comparisonsof
be determined via a specificoptimization problem that thesevariousapproaches
(normalmodedecomposition,
provides the best fit to available observationson the the simplifiedmodal baroclinicboundary condition,and
open boundary and to the flux of energy through the theuseof empiricalorthogonal
functions)arepresented.
Section2 and 3 describethe theory and development
open boundary. The optimization problem has the following physicalinterpretation: the boundaryvaluesare of the barotropic and baroclinic optimized open boundestimated by minimization of the potential energy of ary conditions. We then move from developmentalasdifferences between the reference and model variables
pectsto applicationsin section4. Section4 presentsthe
on the open boundary under the constraintof the flux of resultsof employingoptimized baroclinic boundary conenergy through the open boundary. It has been shown ditionsoveran idealizedshelf/shelfsloperegionfor two
that the optimized versionsof some well-known radia- different test cases. These test cases concentrate on the
tion boundaryconditions[Flather,1976;Reid and Bo- baroclinic boundary conditions whereas Shulman and

the development of less optimal but more computationally affordabledata assimilationmethodshas been

the barotropicboundarycondidine, 1968]can be derivedusingthis approach[Shul- Lewis[1995]considered
man and Lewis,1995].The optimizedversionsof these tions. A discussionand conclusionsappear in section
barotropic radiation conditions are nonlocal boundary 5.
conditionsthat preservethe physicsand simplicity of
the numerical implementationof the original nonopti- 2. Approach
mized boundary conditions.The resultsof our previous
There are many differentconditionsthat couldbe utiwork have shown that these types of optimized boundary conditions allow a model to be lesssensitiveto the lizedon openboundaries.For example,wemight choose
errors in the data being specifiedat the open bound- estimatesof energy,momentum,or massfluxesand use
theseestimatesin different fashionsfor developingopen
aries.
boundary
conditions.In this study we follow Shulman
Here we present a second optimized formulation for
barotropic boundary conditions. In this secondformulation the boundaryvaluesare estimatedby minimization of the kinetic energyof differencesbetweenthe referenceand model variableson an open boundaryunder
the constraintof the flux of energy through the open
boundary. The two barotropi½methods are shown to

providethe flexibility of beingable to specifyvertically
integratedcurrentsor sea level at an open boundary.
We also discuss the assimilation

of baroclinic

infor-

mation on the basisof an energyflux approach. Many
modelsuseso-calledsplitting techniquesto separatefast
moving external gravity waves and slowermoving in-

andLewis[1995]and choose
energyflux as a constraint

to be used in developingboundary conditions. As we
will showthis approachworks,and the derivedboundary conditionshave soundphysicalinterpretations.It
should be noted that the momentum

flux could be uti-

lized, but this will result in a nonlinearconstraint.
Let us considerthe following function P:

P =p+pa
where p is pressure,p is density,and i2 is potential energy per unit massøFunction P can be interpreted as a

ternal gravitywaves[seeBlumber#and Mellor, 1987]. "modified"pressure[Batchelor,1967,p.176],as a part
In suchcasesthe separationof the verticallyintegrated of the Bernoulli function, or as the Montgomery poten-

governing
equations
(barotropicexternalmode)andthe tial multipliedby p. Accordingto (1) and the hydroequationsgoverning
verticalstructure(baroclinicinter- static approximationthe modifiedpressureat depth z•
nal mode)is introduced.Boundaryconditionscan be (z• is positiveupward)hasthe followingrepresentation:
formulatedfor the barotropicand baroclinicmodesseparately and then adjusted to take into accountthe dif-

ferenttruncationerrorsfor thosemodes[Blumberg
and

" Op
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where ri is the sea surfaceelevation,g is the gravita- ture of the water column. If we introduce the nonditerm• - •x/•/•t andmakethe Boussinesq
tional constant,and Pr is a constantreferencedensity. mensional
Now supposewe have some data at the open bound- approximation,the solutionbecomesthe familiar
aries pertaining to the modifiedpressureand the outward normal component of velocity. These reference
(6)
•,• - u-•+ A•(g/H)«(rirlø)
o . From these we will
valueswill be denotedas po and un
develop barotropic and baroclinic conditionsfor open which is an optimized form of the open boundary conboundaries.
dition for the barotropic mode put forward by Flather

[1976]and usedin a numberof studies.When Ur•- 0,
condition(6) becomes

2.1. Barotropic Boundary Conditions

Let us introducethe followingnotations' H is the water depth, F is the open boundary,s • F, and u• is the
outward normal componentof the velocity on the open
boundary at time t. We introduce the followingnumerical constraintrepresentingthe differencesbetweenthe
vertically averagedreferencevalues and the verticalIy
averagedvaluesfrom a limited area model (vertically
averagedvalueswill be denotedby overbars)'

- fr -

_

_

•,• - X?(g/H)
«(ri- rlø)

(7)

Note that condition(7) is the boundaryconditionintroducedby Reid and Bodine[1968]but with the addition
of the multiplier
The aboveformulationsprovide a meansof specifying

velocity at an open boundaryon the basisof available
referencedata for sea level and/or currents. However,
we often are faced with the need to specify sea level at
the open boundary as opposedto velocity. A scheme

(a)for specifyingsea level at the open boundary can be

also formulated. Instead of the optimization problem
Supposesome numerical estimate of Ft is known. In
this case,Ft can be interpreted asthe energyflux on the (equations(3)-(4)), the minimizationof the following
open boundary of the differencebetween the reference functional can be considered:
and model-predicted values of modified pressure and
velocity. Considerthe following optimization problem
constrainedby the above function Ft

P •1 (Htg)
•/(T-Pø)2/pr
ds] (8)
m_in[J-

underconstraint(3). The solutionof the optimization
problem,(3)-(8), hasthestructureof (5) rewrittenfor P

m_in
[J- 0.5/p
Hpr(•n
- •-•n)
2ds] (4)asthe unknown. If we neglectthe densitydifferencesfor

In terms of physicalprocesses
the aboveproblem means the barotropicmode, we will comeup with the following
that we will choosebarotropicboundary conditionsthat optimizationprobleminsteadof (3)-(8)'
minimize the kinetic energy of the differencesbetween
the reference and model velocities on the open boundaries under the constraintof the flux of the energy. Us-

. - gpr
min[J

ing the Lagrangianmethod[Fletcher,1987]to solvethe
optimization problem, we minimize

-gPr

-

H(ri- riø)(•-n- Uøn)ds- Ft

(10)

Problems(9)-(10) have a physicalinterpretationthat

r•in{J- Pt[ H(P
- - Pø)(•n- •nn)ds+ _

causesus to choosebarotropic boundary conditionsthat

minimizethe potentialenergy(insteadof kinetic enwhere /•t is a constant(the Lagrangianmultiplier). ergyfor (3)-(4)) of the differences
betweenthe reference
Thus the solution of the optimization problem satisfies and model variableson open boundariesunder the conthe followingoptimality condition:
straint of the flux of energythroughthe open boundary.
For the solutionwe againhavethe optimizedform of the
5J

openboundaryconditionintroducedby Flather [1976]

•tH(P-Pø)-O

but rewritten this time with
as the unknown'

Introducing,Xt - 1//•t and taking into accountthat
8j/8
fom

-

_

+

(p_ po)

(5)

the sea surface elevation

ri_ rio+ A•(H/g)-}(•,•
_ •)

(11)

In (11) we usethe notationA• for the Lagrangemultiplier in order to distinguishit from the multiplierX•

in (6). Whenu-•n- 0, the boundary
condition
(11)
wheremultiplierAt hasthedimension
of ms-• andcan becomesthe optimizedversionof the Reid and Bodine
be determinedby substituting(5) into the constraint [1968]conditionbut rewrittenwith the seasurfaceele(3). Equation(5) is the moregeneralformof the results vation as the unknown. The choiceof the optimization
boundary
presented
by ShulmanandLewis[1995].In thiscase,(5) problem(3)-(4) or (9)-(10)andcorresponding
takes into considerationthe impact of the density struc- conditions
(6) or (11) may be basedon the numerical

13,670
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scheme of a hydrodynamical model. In this study we

model-predictedvaluesof modified pressureand velocNow we
choosethe following optimization problem constrained
by the functions

usea versionof the Blumbergand Mellor [1987]model. ity. Supposewe have some estimate of F•.
This model usesthe staggeredArakawa C grid; sea surface elevation is calculatedat the centerof the grid cell,
while

the velocities

are calculated

on the sides of the

grid box. If the open boundary crossesthe location of

min [J - 0.5
po(u• - un ) dz ds]
(15)
u[
H
the seasurfaceelevation(centerof the grid), the boundary condition(11) canbe used.In this casethe r/at the
As before, we can provide a physical interpretation of
openboundaryis calculatedfrom (11) usingthe specithis optimization problem' boundary valuesare chosen
fied r/øand uø,(perhapsfrom observations)
andun from
the next interior model grid cell. Then the velocity on
the open boundary is calculated using the linearized
momentum equation. In the situation where the open
boundary crossesthe location of velocity the bound-

for the baroclinic velocity that minimizesthe kinetic en-

ergy of the differencesbetweenthe referenceand model
velocities on the open boundary under the constraints
that representthe contribution of each mode to the en-

ergy flux on the open boundary. The solution to the

ary condition(6) canbe used.In this casethe velocity above optimization problem provides a normal mode
on the open boundaryis specifiedfrom (6) by using representationfor the velocity on the open boundary
the sea surface elevation calculated from the continuity
equation and located a half of a grid inside of the open
boundary.

2.2.

Baroclinic

Boundary

and has the form

2.2.1. Baroclinic modes: Modal decomposition. We now considerthe decompositionof variables
in the vertical along open boundaries in terms of M
modes. As such, the variables are asterisked to represent values after having subtracted the vertical average

(e.g.,P* - P-P).

i ½,•
(z)[g,•
(s,
t)- 92(s,
t)] (16)
+ Mxr
p0

u:-

Conditions

m--1

1

_F•/[o[_øu
i2
ßjfr[•m(s,t)
-

We beginby representing
ourmod-

ified pressuresas the sum of normal modeson the open
boundaries:

(17)

The dimension
of .Xp is ms-lo It is shownin Appendix A that the averageof .Xp is the group velocity of the ruth mode. For the ruth mode we introduce
velocity U,• with the following normal and tangential

M

components'

rr•--i

(12)
O* __

In thiscasethe modalcomponent
for (16) canbe rewritten in the following form:

where•,• (z) arethe normalmodesthat areorthogonal
to each other

*

o*

Urn+ P•n/Po-Umo, ßUm + P• /po

in that

whereu•n is velocityfor the ruth mode,Ur• is refern PO

encevelocityfor the ruth mode, P& is the ruth mode

(see(12)), and p•o.is the ruth
wherepo(z) is the basicstate of the densitystratifica- of the modifiedpressure

tion on the open boundary. The functions99,• and 99• mode of the reference modified pressure. The reader
are the modal amplitudes and allow for the representa- will recognizeboth sides of the above expressionas a
linearizedform of the Bernoulliequation[Gill, 1982,p.
tion of the horizontal structure of the modes'
276]for eachbaroclinicmode. Thereforethis optimized
boundary condition can be interpreted as a speciallinfø.
earization of the Bernoulli equation for each baroclinic

99m
(x,
y,t)- foH7-j•2m
(z)dz

mode.

Followingalong the lines of the work for the barotropic
mode, we can write the function F• as

--

ø,,*_
(t/n

t/n

ß[•,•(s, t)- •ø•(s,t)]ds

2.2.2.

A simplified baroclinic boundary con-

dition. To numericallyimplement(16)-(17) we have
to determinethe verticalstructureO,•(z). The separation of the horizontal and the vertical dependenciesfor
varying depths on open boundariesis a rather complicated problem. If we define a new constraint Ft as the

d
(14)

such that F• representsthe contributionof the mth
mode to the energy flux on the open boundary resulting from the differencesbetween the referenceand the

M

sumof the modalconstraints,
Ft - y],•=x F•, wehave

fr/_(p,_po,)(u•
- u[*)dzds
- Ft (18}
H

SHULMAN ET AL.: ESTIMATION
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This constraint representsthe baroclinic componentof
the flux of energy due to the differencesbetween the
reference and model-predicted modified pressuresand
normal velocity components. If this constraint is used
in conjunctionwith the original baroclinicminimization

13,671

where h,•(•r) are orthogonalEOF modesrepresenting
the vertical structure and /3 represents the horizontal
structure. The energy flux constraints are

problem(15), then the solutionhasthe form

o,+ i (P*-po
po,)
1

(19)

ßH(s)[fir•(s,t) -/3• (s,t)]ds

Energyflux E• represents
the contributionof mth EOF
mode to the energyflux on the open boundary resulting

F•

-- = - fr f-on
(v._vo.),

(20)

from the differences

between

model and referenced

ß- o.+ r•=•
• A•i hr•(•r)[/?r•
(S,
t)- o ,t)]
p0

Thus (19)-(20) can be considered
as an approximation
of (16)-(17) andrepresents
a speciallinearizationof the
Bernoulli equation for the baroclinic part of the velocity
that does not require the determination of the individmodes.

1

2.2.3.

(25)

-E•/[/_ø•
p•h2•
(•)d•

In shallow coastal areas in which

the first baroclinic mode plays a dominant role the value
of At will be closeto the value of the group velocityfor
the first baroclinic

val-

uesof velocitiesand modified pressure. Using these constraints with the original baroclinic minimization prob-

Again, the Lagrange multiplier At has the dimensionof lem, (15) the followingsolutioncanbe obtained:
velocity and representssomeaverageover the group velocitiesfor the baroclinicmodeson the open boundaries.

ual baroclinic

(24)

(26)
' Jfr
m(s)[fir•(s,t)
- fi•(s,t)]2ds]

mode.

Modal decomposition using empirical

orthogonal functions (EOFs).

As we mentioned 3.

before, one of the difficulties using normal mode
compositionis determining the vertical structure on an
open boundary with varying bathymetry. To overcome
this problem, EOFs can be used to represent the vertical structure of variableson an open boundary. In EOF
analysisa set of data can be representedin the following
form:

Other

Considerations

In terms of baroclinic boundary conditions, either

(19)-(20) or (25)-(26) can be easilyappliedin the case
where the open boundary crossesthe location of the
velocity. If the open boundary crossesthe location of

temperatureor salinity(at the centerof the grid cell),
we can considera baroclinic optimization problem simi-

lar to barotropicproblems(3)-(8) or (9)-(10)oHowever,
in the barocliniccasethe useof a conditionlike (19)

M

•i(t) - y• 7,•(i)/%•(t)

Some

(21)

rewritten with P* as the unknown would be problematic. This is becauseof the nonlinear dependenceof P*

where•>i(t) is a valueof variable•2 measuredat point on temperatureandsalinity.Insteadof using(19), supi and time t, M is a number of EOF modes, 7,• are
orthogonal and normalized functions representing the

pose we consider a linear approximation of the density
on the open boundary:

spatial structure,and fi are amplitudes(also orthogonal) representing
the time component.We introduce

p -- pr(--CTT + cs$)

the rr vertical coordinate system:

(22)
In a • coordinate system the same number of vertical
layersis maintainedfor eachgrid point in the horizontal
direction. This allows us to draw an analogy between

where T and S are temperature and salinity, CT is the
thermal expansion of the water, and cs is the salinity
contraction. Let T ø be the reference values of temperature on the open boundary. Open boundary values
for temperature can be determined from the following
optimization problem:

timein (21) andsigmalevels.The expansion
(equation
(21)) separatesthe dependence
of positionand time.

min
JT-

We also need to separate the horizontal structure frorn
the vertical. By replacing time with sigma in an EOF
analysiswe can create the desiredresult of using EOFs
to separate the vertical structure from the horizontal
structure. P* can be representedfor each time step as

co

M

T

-•-

p,.
2cT
•(T-

H Npo2po

po(r - rø)(u: - u7 )

Tø)2dzds (27)
-

(28)

H

where co is the specific heat of the ocean water and

Npois the Brunt-Vaisala
frequency
for p0density[Gill,
1982].T! canbe interpretedasthe flux of internalenergy through the open boundary, while JT represents
the potential energydue to the differencesbetweenthe

13,672
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T and T ø temperature distributions on the open boundary. A similar problem can be formulated to determine
open boundary conditionsfor salinity.
Finally, in implementing our optimization methods

ployinga modifiedOrlanskicondition[Camerlengoand
O'Brien, 1980], and the energyflux is estimatedfrom

we notethat the calculatedenergyfluxes(F•) onlyrep-

the interior

the coarsegrid model.
In the first schemethe estimate of energy flux from
solution

of the

LAM

can be obtained

in

many different ways. For example, energy flux can be
estimated by moving one grid row inside from open
(15)-(18), then Ff - Ft + 5, whereFf is a true, un- boundary. Alternatively, energy fluxes can be calculated for n grid rows inside of the open boundary and
known value of energy flux.
Thus we have to provide a best fit to the estimates then can be extrapolated to the open boundary.
The successof OBCs and coupling schemesdepends
of the energy fluxes in our optimization problems. To
do this, we employthe regularizationmethod[Shulman on the ability of the models to resolve the internal
and Lewis, 1995, 1996; Parker, 1994]. In this casethe modeswith their grid resolutionsas well as on the relparameter of regularization '/ is introduced, and the ative sizesof the modelsgrid resolutions.This is illusconstrained
optimizationproblem(15)-(18)is reduced trated in section 4.3 where the results of testing and
comparisonof the couplingschemesare presented.
to the followingunconstrainedoptimization problem:
resent estimates of their true values. Suppose5t is the
error in the estimation of Ft, for example, for problem

minJr
- {•i[F•+
u•

4.2.

(P*- Pø*)(u•
- u[*)dz
ds]
•
H

Model

The model used in this study is a version of the

Blumbergand Mellor [1987]three-dimensional
circula-

+•

H

po(u•
- u•*)
2dzds}

model. This model is a primitive equation, free
(29) tion
surface model. It uses the turbulence closure submodel

developedby Mellor and Yamada[1982]. Horizontal
mixing processesare introduced in order to parame-

The solutionto (29) can be obtainedby usingthe optimality condition5J•/Su• = 0. The solutionof (29) is
still equation(19):

po.)
un-- un+ •i (P*Po
*

o*

(30)

The Smagorinsky
[1963]formulafor horizontalmixing

but with

is used in which the horizontal diffusivity coefficients
dependon the grid size and velocity gradients:

1

•'-•'
= frf-OH
(p._po.)•
po dzds+ 7

(31)

AH--Cdxdy[U•
2+ Vy
• + (Uy+ V•)2/2]
•/•

The value of the parameter 7 dependson the value of
5t. If we know the value of 5t, the value of 3/ can be

chosenby substituting(30)-(31) into the left sideof
(18) and solvingfor 7 (when the left side of (18)is
equalto F• + 5•). In our case,there is a high levelof
uncertaintyin determiningthe norm of the error (St).
For this reason we used the maximum of the entropy
integral approachfor determining 7. The details of this
approach are provided in Appendix B.
4.

Numerical

Simulations

4.1. Coupling Fine and Coarse
Resolution

terize subgrid scale processesand to damp small-scale
computational noise. Horizontal viscosity and diffusivity are introduced in the momentum equations and
in conservationequationsfor temperature and salinity.

Models

where A•/ is the coefficientof horizontal diffusivity, dx

and dy are grid sizesin x and y directions,U and V
are horizontal velocity components, subscripts x and
y denote partial differentiations, and C is a constant
taken to be 0.1.

The model usesa curvilinear, orthogonalgrid in the
horizontal and a bottom-following ercoordinate grid in
the vertical. A mode-splitting techniqueis used in the
model to separate fast moving external gravity waves
and slow moving internal gravity waves. In this case
the separation of the vertically integrated governing

equations(barotropic,externalmode) and the equationsgoverningverticalstructure(baroclinic,internal
mode)
is introduced.Boundaryconditionsare formuin couplinglimited area models(LAM)With coatset
Optimized open boundary conditiong can be used

resolution,
larger-domain
models.Thisc6upling
can
be achievedthrough the choice of referencevalues of
boundary variables and through the estimates of en-

lated for the barotropic and baroclinic modesseparately
and then adjusted to take into account the different

truncationerrorsfor thosemodes[Blumbergand Melergy fluxes(Ft) on the openboundariesof the LAM. lot, 1987]. For additionalinformationon the modelthe
TWo schemes
can be considered
to couplethe models. readeris referredto Blumbergand Mellor [1987].

In khefirst scheme,
reference
values
in theoptimization problemare interpolateddata from the coarsegrid
model, and the energyflux is estimatedfrom the interior

4.3. Simulations Over an Idealized Shelf/Slope

In this sectionour primary goal is the testing of barosolutionof the LAM. In the second scheme, reference clinic optimized open boundary conditions.
4.3.1.
Test case 1. Simulations were conducted
values in the optimization problem are estimated from

the governing
physicsof the LAM (for example,by em- for the idealizedshelf/slopeshownon Figure 1 (top).
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Figure 1. (top) Modeldomainfor test case1 with the locationof the sections.(bottom)
Temperature-salinitystructureusedfor the model simulations. Numbersbesideeach point on
bottom plot are crtand depth.

The offshore extent of the model area is 837.5 km. The

tion, anda minimumfrictionalcoefficient
of 2.5x10
-a

longshoreextent consistsof three grid points (the first wasspecified.On the openboundary(100thgridpoint)
and third pointsare land). Thereforewe havea chan- we forcedthesemodelswith a surfaceheight oscillation
nelized flow with motion only in the vertical and on- with an amplitudeI m at the M2 tidal frequency.The
shore/offshore
directions.Two modelswereset up for finer-gridmodelis usedto provideus with "truth" vethis bathymetry. The first was a finer resolution model locitiesat three locationsin the channel(A, B, and C
with an 8.375km horizontalresolution
(100gridpoints) in Figure 1, top). They are plotted in Figure2 in terms
and 21 levelsequally spacedin the vertical. The second of the total velocity minus the barotropic velocity for
was a coarser-gridmodel with a 25.125 km resolution layersat depthsof 5, 77, 183,590,800, and 930 m. At
and with only 10 evenly spacedlevels.
the beginningof the simulationthe flow is barotropic.
Both these first two models were run by beginning Baroclinicmodesare eventually generated,first along
at rest with only vertical variations of temperature and the shelf slope and then propagatingoffshore. These

salinity(Figure1, bottom). A bottomroughness
of 3
mm was used in the bottom boundary layer formula-

baroclinic velocities are those we wish to reproduce in
subsequentsimulations.
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Figure 2. Test case1 total velocityminusbarotropicvelocityfor six layers(5, 77, 183, 590,
800, and 930 m deep)at threesectionsin the domain(the letter in the right cornerof eachplot
corresponds
to the sectionlocationon Figure 1).

The courser-gridmodel is used to provide us with
referenceinformation for our optimized open boundary
schemes.We ran the coursergrid model and savedtime
history information on sea surfaceelevation, barotropic
and total velocity, temperature, and salinity. This information was interpolated to the location of the 55th grid
cell of the finer-grid model, and it is these valuesthat
were used as referencevaluesfor open boundary conditions for a third model.

The third model is a LAM

that

consistsof only 55 grid cells of the original finer-grid

model.

It has the same horizontal

and vertical

resolu-

tion as the larger fine-grid model. This LAM is forced
in the barotropicmode by usingthe referencesea level
and vertically averagedvelocity from the courser-grid

simulation
in equation(6) but with •tø - 1 (i.e., the
originalFlather[1976]boundarycondition).Coupling
in the baroclinic mode is performed by using the two
couplingschemesdescribedin section4.1.
In the framework of each coupling schemewe test

the simplifiedbaroclinicopenboundarycondition(19)-
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(20), a decomposition
of variablesinto orthogonalnor- from the coarsemodel, scheme2 results in a superior
mal modes(16)-(17), and the useof EOF modes(25)- performancein comparisonto scheme1. For this reason
(26) insteadof normalmodes.To comparethe results, the simplifiedbaroclinicboundaryconditionfor scheme
the followingrelative model skill in prediction of veloc- 2 (Plate 1, curveE) hasthe bestperformance
for this
ity is used:
test. The useof additional(and more erroneous)in-

r
t=l

formation from the coarsegrid as estimatesof energy
fluxesfor the normalmodesor for EOF (Plate 1, curves

uA_u?S

G and F) increases
the error of predictionin compari-

i=1

whereu/LAM
is the velocityfromthe LAM for layeri,
u•Bsisthevelocity
fromthefirstmodel(largerdomain,
finergrid)forlayeri, andA/øBs
isthemaximum
value
of the baroclinic part of the first model velocity for layer
i. Therefore the estimate ( representsthe relative error
of the LAM simulation in comparisonto the extended

son to the simplified open boundary condition for this
scheme. At the same time, in scheme i the use of additional accurateinformation estimatedfrom the fine-grid
LAM model, as energy fluxes for normal modes or for

EOF (Plate 1, curvesC and D), decreases
the error of

prediction in comparisonto the simplified open boundary condition for this scheme,which usesonly the total
area run with the same resolution.
The results of the
baroclinic energy flux.
4.3.2. Test case 2. In this test case the perforapplication of the two couplingschemesare shown in
mance of optimized open boundary conditionsand couPlate 1 (function( versustime).
The best results are given by the use of a simplified pling schemesis tested for the situation in which interbaroclinicboundaryconditionfor scheme2 (Plate 1, nal wavesare movingin offshoreand onshoredirections.
curveE). This has the followingphysicalexplanation. A bell-shapedsea mountain that is ~ 75 km long and
In this problem the internal gravity wavesare moving 300 m high was introduced in the extendedarea outside
in an offshoredirection toward the o•en boundary of the open boundaryof the LAM domain(see Plate 2,
the LAM. The wavelengthof the first baroclinic mode top). As in test case1, two extendedarea modelswere
estimated from the normal mode analysisis • 95.5 km. set up for this bathymetry: a fine-resolutionmodel with

The LAM model(8.375km gridsizeand 21 verticallev- the same resolution as in test case i and a twice-coarser
els) has enoughresolutionto resolvethis mode,while resolutionmodel with grid spacingequal to 16.750 km.
the coarse-grid
model(25.125km grid sizeand 10 ver- In this caseboth gridshave enoughresolutionto resolve
tical levels)doesnot. Thus we wouldexpecta better the first baroclinic mode. All other parameters remain
performancefrom couplingschemesthat use a smaller
amount of informationfrom the coarsegrid. Sincereference values are taken from the coarse model in scheme

1, while scheme2 usesonly an energy flux estimated

the same as in test case 1.

As in previous experiments, both models were forced
on the open boundary with the surface height oscillation with an amplitude i m at the M2 tidal frequency.
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constrainedby the physics of the flux of energy at

layersare shownon Plate 2 (bottom) for station C. the open boundary. Minimization techniquesusingLaComparison
with the test casei (Figure.2, top panel) grangemultipliers are applied to developformulations
showsa new baroclinicsignalbetween30 and 50 hours
from the beginningsimulations. This is internal wave
moving in an onshore direction as a result of the interaction of the barotropictide with the bathymetry
of the sea mountain. As in test case 1, the sea surfaceelevation,barotropicand total velocities,and temperature and salinity data from the coarse-gridmodel
were saved and interpolated to the open boundary of
the LAM. In the frameworkof each couplingscheme
we tested the simplifiedbaroclinicopen boundary con-

that drive variablesalong open boundariesin regional
modelstoward referenceboundary information. The results are constrained

to be consistent

with

the flux of

energy at the open boundary so that the solution from
the interior

domain of the model influences the values of

tweenthe useof couplingschemes
I and 2. Also, the use
of EOF or normalmodesdid not resultin significantimprovementsin comparisonto the simplified versionsof

variablesalong the open boundaries. Minimization formulations have been developedin the linearized forms
of the Bernoulli equationsfor the barotropic as well as
the baroclinic modes and do not require the a priori
specification of spatial or temporal scales or the estimation of phasespeeds. Moreover, it is shownthat the
time averagesof the Lagrangemultipliersrepresentthe
group velocities for the baroclinic modes in the case of
the adjustmentunder gravity of the continuouslystratified incompressiblefluid.
Optimizationproblemsare solvedby usingthe regularization approach in order to take into account the
errors of the data being assimilated.At the same time,
becauseof the difficulty of specifyingreliable estimates
of data errors on the open boundary, the approachthat
makesthe fewest unnecessaryassumptionsabout errors

these schemes. The reasons for this are as follows. The

(the methodof maximumof entropyintegral)wasused

dition (19)-(20), a decomposition
of variablesinto orthogonalnormalmodes(16)-(17), and the useof EOF
modes(25)-(26)insteadof normalmodes.The results
are shownin Plate 3 (function( versustime). At the
end of the simulationsall couplingschemeswith the use
of the optimizedopen boundaryconditionsperformed
better than the nonoptimizedcondition,as in test case
1. However, there is little difference in the results be-

for choosingthe regularization parameter. The future
development of reliable models of errors on the open
boundary and in its vicinity might improve the application of the regularization approachand improve the
mode to reach the open boundary of the extended area performance of optimized open boundary conditions.
Derived open boundary conditionscan be interpreted
domain and come back to the open boundary of the
LAM). In this casethe extendedfine-resolution
model as somespecialflow relaxationschemes[Davies,1976;
run provides a good estimate of the "exact" solution Martinsen and Engedahl,1987],whereboundaryvalues
for comparisonswith the results of couplingschemes. are relaxed toward the referenceboundary values. The
On the other hand it means that in both test cases the
conditions have coefficientsof relaxation, Lagrangian

durationof simulations
(160hours)waschosen
in order
to avoidspuriousreflectionsof baroclinicwaves(first
mode) from the open boundaryof the extendedarea
(it takesmore than 160 hoursfor the first baroclinic

first baroclinic

mode is the most dominant
fore the addition of more normal or EOF

one. There-

multipliers(At), which changeover time and provide

modes does

the adaptation of the boundaryvaluesto the changein
the energyflux through the open boundary.
The optimized open boundary conditionsresult in a
significant reduction of errors when compared to the
commonly used nonoptimized schemes. The results of

not give improvementsin comparisonto the simplified
version of the optimized boundary condition that represents,as we show in appendix A, the averagingover
the baroclinic modes. Also, in test case 2, both fine
and coarsegrids have enoughresolutionto resolvethe
horizontal

variations

of the first baroclinic

mode.

For

this reasonthe resultsof simulationsdo not showsignificant differencesbetween the application of schemes1
or 2. Overall, the resultsof couplingthe fine-resolution
LAM with the coarse-gridmodel show that the above
mentionedtwo optimized schemesfor couplingmodels
perform superior to one in which values on the open
boundary of the LAM are simply equal to the interpolated onesfrom the coarse-gridmodel run.

the barotropicsimulationsand sensitivitytests [Shulman and Lewis, 1995; Shulman, 1997] showedthat
the application of optimized versionsof radiation open
boundary conditions reduce significantly the error of
model predictionscomparedto the use of nonoptimized
radiation conditions. Radiation-type open boundary
conditions

duction

5.

Discussion

and Conclusions

Methodshave been developedfor specifyingbarotropic and baroclinicopen boundaryconditionsfor regional oceanmodels. The methodologies
providefor
an optimized determinationof variablesat the open
boundariesbasedon any referenceboundaryinforma-

transmit

the level of errors in the reference

valuesinto the interior model domain, while the optimized versionsof these conditionscorrect the energy
input from the reference values and thus result in a rein errors.

The proposedtechnologyfor coupling a fine-resolu-

tion, limitedareamodel(LAM) with a coarse-resolution
basin-scalemodel is basedon optimized open boundary
conditions. Two schemesare usedto couplethe models.
In the first scheme,referencevaluesin the optimization

problem are interpolated resultsfrom the coarse-grid
model, and the energy flux is estimated from interior

tion (fromobservations,
othermodelsimulations,
etc.) solution of the LAM. In the secondscheme, reference
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values in the optimization problem are estimated frorn

the governingphysicsof the LAM (for example,by employinga modifiedOrlanskicondition[Camerlengoand
O'Brien, 1980]),and the energyflux is estimatedfrom
the coarser-gridmodel.
The proposedtechnologywas tested for the case of
idealized shelf and shelf slope. In the framework of each
couplingschemewe tested the simplifiedbar.clinic open
boundary condition, a decompositionof variables into
orthogonal normal modes, and the use of EOF modes
instead of normal modes. In test case 1 the generated
bar. clinic waves are moving in the offshoredirection
toward the open boundary of the LAM domain. The
test was constructed in such a way that the coarsegrid model doesnot have enoughresolutionto resolve
these bar.clinic modes. The resultsof couplinga fineresolutionLAM with a coarse-gridmodel showthat the
optimized schemesfor coupling models perform better
when compared to those in which values on the open
boundary of a LAM are simply equal to the interpolated
values from the coarse-gridrnodel run. Since the reference values are taken from the coarse model in scheme

1, while scheme 2 uses only an energy flux estirnated
from the coarsemodel, scheme2 results in a superior

performancein comparisonto scheme1 (seePlate 1).
The

use of additional

erroneous

information

from

the

coarsegrid as estirnatesof energy fluxesfor the norrnal

or EOF modes(Plate 1, curvesG and F) increases
the

Appendix A
Below we show the physical interpretation for Lagrangemultipliersin optimizedboundaryconditions.It
is knownthat the Lagrangemultiplier of any constraint
rneasuresthe rate of change in the objective function
with respectto changesin that constraintfunction. Ac-

cordingto (14)-(15) and (16)-(17)the Lagrangemultiplier 1/,Xp rneasuresthe rate of changein the kinetic
energyat the open boundary in relation to changesin
the energyflux of the ruth modeon the open boundary'
1

5E k

where5 denotesa smallperturbationin valueand E k
is kinetic energy.If the mod&sare not coupled,we have
1

5E •

=

(A1)

whereE•mis the kineticenergyof the ruth mode. For
manywavesthe followingrelationis valid [œeBlo•da•cl
Mysak,1978]'

<

>= C?(<

>+<

>)

(^2)

where< > is the average
overthe phase,C• is the
groupvelocityfor the ruth mode, and 6EP•is the change
in potential energyfor the ruth mode on openboundary.

error of prediction in comparisonto the simplified open From(A1) we have'
boundary condition for the secondscherne. In scherne
I the use of additional

accurate

inforrnation

estirnated

< •F/• >•< •7 >< 5S• >

from the fine-grid LAM model as energy fluxes for the

(A3)

normal modesor for the EOF (Plate 1, curvesC and
D) decreases
the error of predictionin cornparison
to

In our optimization problem, for eachtime step the perturbation in F• can be causedonly by a perturbation
the simplifiedopen boundary conditionfor this scherne, in velocity. Thereforewe can supposethat 5EP• • O.
which usesonly the total bar. clinic energy flux.
In this case,from (A2) and (A3)it followsthat
In test case 2 the performance of optimized open
boundary conditions and coupling schemeswas tested
in the casewhen internal wavesare moving in offshore
Also• the same conclusionscan be drawn from the
and inshoredirections. Also, both gridshad enoughresconsiderationof the adjustment under gravity of the
olution to resolve the first bar. clinic mode. Because of
this and the fact of the dominance

of the first bar.clinic

mode, the resultsof simulationsdid not showsignificant
differencesbetween the applicationsof schemes1 and 2.
At the same time both schemesshowedperforrnances
superior to that of the nonoptimized scherne. Overall,
the resultsof couplingthe fine-resolutionLAM with the
coarse-gridrnodel show that the above rnentionedtwo
optirnized schernesfor coupling models perforrn superior to one in which valueson the open boundary of the
LAM are simply equal to the interpolated onesfrorn the
coarse-gridmodel run.
In the proposed coupling schemesthe energy fluxes
are estimated either from coarse-or fine-grid rnodelresults. In the future we would like to explore a way of
combiningmodel outputs with the oceanographicrneasurernentsin order to estimate energy fluxes used in
optimized open boundary conditions.

continuously
stratifiedincompressible
fluid [Gill, 1982:

LeBlond
andMysak,
1978].Letp' bea smallpressure
perturbation from rest. For simplicity we will work with
a modified pressuredefined as

? - p + p0½
also, we choosePø-

(^5)

P. In this casewe have

(p. _po.)
p0

=

(p_pO) p'
p0

: --

p0

(A6)

!

where p is a small pressureperturbation from rest,
which can be representedin normal modes as
M

p'- y•.•)rn(Z)T,•
(x,y,t)

(A7)
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Considerhorizontallypropagatingwavesof the form

Tr• = Ar• exp(iSr•)

(A8)

whereA.• is a constantand S.• - k[•x + k•y- •t.
We havethe followingdispersion
relation[LeBlondand
Mysak,1978]:

• - wm• gh•K•+f•

m - l, M

If wesubstitute(A14) into(A15),wewill getexpression

(A12);therefore
theopenboundary
condition
(16)-(17)
providesthe correctcontinuation
of the domainvelocity
to the openboundary.Suppose
that k•' - 0 and that
the openboundaryis parallel to the y axis. In this case
we have

1

(A9)

where h• is the equivalentdepth for the mth mode,
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hr%+K•

=

(A16)

Thereforeaccordingto (A16) and LeBlondand Mysak.

If• - (k?)=+ (k•) =,andf istheCoriolis
parameter.[1978]we have
The horizontal velocity componentsfor this problem

havethe form[LeBlondandMysak,1978,pp. 142-143]
w•k? + i fk•
=
½•(•)•
p0(• - f2)

•

exp(ix•)

•? - C,•g

(A17)

whereC,•g is the groupvelocity.

(•10)

Appendix

B

Below we describethe approachfor choosingthe
value of the regularizationparameter7 for the optiwhere uTMand vTMare horizontalvelocity components mizationproblem(29)øWe introducethe followingnofor ruth normalmode. Thereforethe normal component tation:
7
(B1)
of the velocityon the openboundaryhasthe following
(P*-Pø*)2dzds
expression:
•:

½•(•)•

e•p (ism)

(•)

•' frf¸.

po

and we will discuss
the valueof the nondimensional
pa1

u,•,,•=

f2) [(w,•k?
+ifk•)cos
(n' x)

p0(.&+(v:,•k• + i fk? ) cos(n, y)]
*•m (z)Amexp(iSm)

*
is
rameterp. Suppose
that velocityu,•,,•

a solution

of

the optimization problem when Ft and P* are the exact
valuesfor the energyflux and pressure.We do not know
*

(A12)

where Um,nis the normal componentvelocityfor the
ruth modeon the openboundaryand cos(n,x) and
cos(n,y) are cosinesbetweenthe normal to the open
boundaryand the x and y axes.Now we estimateF•
(suppose,
for simplicity,that uø•
* - 0). By substituting

*
but wehavethe functionu• (p) from
thefunctionu,•,,•,

(30) with the At from (31). Somenormof the product
/uOu,•/O/u
(corresponding
to thefirstmemberof the Tay-

lorseries
ofthedifference
between
u•,(p)andu•,,•) can
be usedto estimatethe difference
betweenu[(p) and
u*

and to estimatethe optimalvalueof p and 7. Let

us introduce the followingnorm:

(A12) into (14) and takinginto account(13), we have
the followingexpressionfor F•n:

V22-

1

)
frf_po(pOu[
2
d8

F• = -(w•-f2)[(w"•k?
+ifk?)cos(n,x) Accordingto (B1), (30) and (31) wehave
Ft2

+(•:•W+•fW)•os
(•,y)] •½•(•)•
H

*J/r
A•exp
(i2S.•)ds

(A13)

112

92= frf ¸. (p._po.)2
(1+]1)
4
po dzds

Let us introduce

the normalized

distribution

(B2)

function

and from (17) we have:
i

f(p) -

1

•(•)

A• = (w•- f•)[(w"•k•'
+ifk•)cos(n,x)whichis, accordingto (B2), equalto
+(w,•k• + ifk? ) cos(n, y)]

(A14)

According
to our boundarycondition(16), we have

f(p) - 3•

(1+]./)4

i •(z)

u•.• _ •p po•(•. t)

,L/2

We choosethe value for p accordingto the maximum
entropy method'

= • i O•(z)
A•exp
(iSm)(A15)
p0

max[-f(p) In f(p)]

(B3)
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In this caseby maximizing entropy over all valuesof/•,
we are picking a/• that makes the fewest unnecessary

assumptions
(most cautioushypothesis).The solution
for (B3) is
• = i
(B4)
7-

H
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